Subject: Addendum of Advertisement No. R/06/2015 dated August 04, 2015.

Further to the Advertisement No. R/06/2015 dated August 04, 2015 the following additions have been made:

1. **Department of Geology and Geophysics**
   
   Area of specialization:
   - Invertebrate Palaeontology
   - Reservoir modeling/simulation
   - Well logging

2. **Deysarkar Centre of Excellence in Petroleum Engineering** under the School of Energy Sciences and Engineering

The Institute also invites application from Indian Nationals, Non Resident Indians (NRIs) and Overseas Citizen of India (OCI) for the faculty position in the Deysarkar Centre of Excellence in Petroleum Engineering under the School of Energy Sciences and Engineering. The successful candidate will be expected to develop and lead internationally prominent research in one or more research areas related to petroleum engineering like (i) Petrophysics/Well logging (ii) Reservoir Simulation (iii) Drilling Engineering (iv) Geomechanics (v) Reservoir Engineering (vi) Production Engineering.

**Required qualifications and relevant experience:**

**Qualification for the post**: Ph. D. with first class or equivalent at the preceding degree in Petroleum Engineering or a closely related field/relevant discipline of engineering such as Mechanical/Chemical/Mining Engineering or Geology/Geophysics with a very good academic record throughout.

**Experience for the Posts:**

**Associate Professor**: A minimum of 6 years teaching / research / industrial experience, of which at least 3 years should be at the level of Assistant Professor or equivalent positions in IITs, IISc Bangalore, IIMs, NITIE Mumbai and IISERs or in any such other Indian or foreign Institution(s) of comparable standards.

**Assistant Professor**: At least 3 years teaching / research / industrial experience, excluding however, the experience gained while pursuing Ph.D. Candidates with less than 3 years experience may be put on Tenure Track for the regular post of Assistant Professor.

All other entries in the aforesaid advertisement will remain same.
Candidates possessing requisite qualification & experience are required to apply online (https://erp.iitkgp.ernet.in/FacultyCareer/homeFacultyCareer.jsp) and send a signed hardcopy print out of online application to “Assistant Registrar, E-III, Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur–721302, WB, India”. Unless the hardcopy is received, the application will not be considered.

For any other details please contact Assistant Registrar, E-III, Phone: 03222- 282135/282137, Fax: 03222-282020, Email: asregre@adm.iitkgp.ernet.in/ recsec@adm.iitkgp.ernet.in

If any problem encountered with online application, please contact through phone: +91-3222-281017/18/19.

Candidates may also contact the Coordinator/Head of the Centre/School. Phone number and email are available on Institute webpage.

Dated : 16th May, 2016

कुलसचिव / Registrar